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Abstract

have a confounding effect: it may be large and difficult to
manage, and relevant information may be widely scattered,
and therefore hard for the user to extract.
Recognising the cognitive overhead this imposes, there
have been attempts to concentrate users’ attention on the parts
of the text that possess a high density of relevant information.
These methods, known as passage retrieval (Callan 1994;
Knaus et al. 1995) identify and present to the user individual
text passages that are more focussed towards particular
information needs than the full document texts. The main
advantage of these approaches is that they provide an intuitive
overview of the distribution
of the relevant pieces of
information within the documents. As a result, it may be
easier for users to decide on the relevance of the retrieved
documents to their queries. However, even this approach does
not alleviate the need to refer to the full text of the retrieved
documents.
This paper investigates
a novel approach
to the
presentation of clues on the relevance of retrieved documents
to information needs. The approach aims to minimise users’
need to refer to the full document text, while at the same time
to provide enough information
to support their retrieval
decisions. It is proposed that an automatically
generated
summary of each document in a retrieved document list,
biased to a user’s query, can provide such a function.
A document
summary
conventionally
refers to an
abstract-like condensation
of a full text document,
that
presents succinctly the objectives, scope, and findings of the
document (Maize11 et al., 1971). The minimal function that
any useful summary should provide is being indicative of the
source’s content, thus helping a reader to decide whether
looking at the whole document will be worthwhile. In this
sense, summaries can serve as a preview format to support
relevance assessments on the full text of documents (Rush et
al., 1971). Some summaries may also contain informative
material, in which case they can be used as stand-alone
document surrogates.
Since its beginnings (Luhn, 1958; Edmundson,
1969),
automatic text summarisation has been performed primarily
by the selection of sentences from the original document;
scores are assigned to sentences according to a set of
extraction
criteria (Paice,
1990), and the best-scoring
sentences are presented in the summary. This approach can be
better
termed
as
sentence
extraction
rather
than
summarisation, and although it does not perform an in-depth
analysis of the source text it can produce
indicative
summaries, which can help users in relevance judgements.

This paper presents an investigation into the
utility of document
summarisation
in the context of
information retrieval, more specifically in the application of
so called query biased (or user directed)
summaries:
summaries
customised
to reflect the information
need
expressed in a query. Employed in the retrieved document list
displayed after a retrieval took place, the summaries’ utility
was evaluated in a task-based environment by measuring
users’ speed and accuracy in identifying relevant documents.
This was compared to the performance achieved when users
were presented with the more typical output of an IR system:
a static predefined summary composed of the title and first
few sentences of retrieved documents. The results from the
evaluation indicate that the use of query biased summaries
significantly improves both the accuracy and speed of user
relevance judgements.

1

Introduction

In a typical interaction with an information retrieval (IR)
system, the user enters a specific information need, expressed
as a query. Figure 1 shows the typical response of a system in
relation to the query “commercial aircraft manufacturers”. For
each of the documents presented in the retrieved document
list, their title, first few sentences, and their location is shown
to the user. This amounts to a form of predefined static
summaty of each document. A quantification of relevance to
the query is also shown next to the title of each document.
.LJtilising this information, users have to decide which of the
retrieved
documents
are most likely to convey their
information need. ideally, it should be possible to make this
decision without having to refer to the full document text.
However, it is unlikely that the first few sentences of a
document and its title will give a clear view of the way in
which the document relates to a user’s query. As a result,
users frequently have to refer to the full text of the document,
making the process of relevance judgement time-consuming.
Even when users refer to the full text, its very nature may
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Figure 1. Typical output of an IR system

Although there have been attempts to produce coherent
summaries by language generation, and artificial intelligence
techniques (Jacobs & Rau, 1990; McKeown & Radev, 1995),
they are capable of processing texts only within a narrow
domain whose characterislics
are predictable
and well
understood
(e.g. news stories, financial and commercial
reports). There is not enough evidence that such systems will
be able to manipulate domain independent
text in the
foreseeable future.
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the query biased
summaries, a task-based evaluation scheme was developed. It
involved the integration of the summarisation system with an
IR system in order to perform the evaluation in an end-user,
operational
environment.
Traditionally
the evaluation of
summarisation
systems
involves
measuring
quantitative
attributes
of the summaries
(e.g. similarity
between
automatically generated summaries and human prepared ones)
(Edmundson 1969; Kupiec et al. 1995; Salton et al. 1997).
There have recently been proposals (Hand 1997) and attempts
(Miike et al. 1994; Mani and Bloedorn 1997) to develop
schemes that measure qualitative features of the systems in a
task-based environment. However, these attempts have so far
been limited as far as the experimental
procedure
is
concerned. We believe that the work described in this paper
offers a more complete approach IO the task-based evaluation
of summarisation systems.
In the remainder of this paper, we first describe the query
summarisation
biased
system
that
was
developed.
Subsequently, the experimental procedure used to investigate
the effectiveness
of the system is detailed, and the results
obtained from this procedure are presented. Finally some
conclusions that can be drawn from the presented work are
discussed, as well as some points for future research.

2

The Summarisation

System

Before building a summarisation
system one needs to
establish the type of documents to be summarised and the
purpose for which the summaries
are required.
The
summaries generated by our system were aimed at providing
users working on an interactive IR system with information
on the relevance of documents retrieved in response to their
query. It was assumed that users were willing to spend a
limited amount of time to go through the list of retrieved
documents and to decide on their relevance. Moreover, the
summaries were to be user-directed: biased towards the user’s
query. With these factors in mind, we now describe the
system. It was based on a number of sentence extraction
methods (Paice 1990) that utilise information both from the
documents of the collection and from the queries used.
The documents to be summarised were articles of the
Wall Street Journal (WSJ) taken from the TREC collection
(Text REtrieval Conferences) (Harman 1996). In order to
decide which aspects of the articles would provide utility to
generating a summary, their characteristics were examined in
a small scale study. The methodology
that was followed
involved examining 50 randomly selected articles from the
collection and attempting to extract conclusions
about the
distribution of important information within them. Their title,
headings, leading paragraph, and their overall structural
organisation were studied. This sample collection was used
for experimentation with various system parameters, in order
to approximate the best settings for the summarisation system.
Although the sample of the documents was small, there was a
strong uniformity in the characteristics
of
the
sample
that
allowed for a generalisation of the conclusions to the entire
collection.
The sentence
extraction
methods
that were
employed are now described.
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2.1

for that sentence. This approach is in agreement with Luhn’s
suggestions (Luhn 1958), as well as with more recent studies
that show that in the English language 98% of the lexical
relations occur between words within a span of 5 words in a
sentence (Abracos and Lopes 1997). The scheme that is used
for computing the significance factor for a sentence was
originally proposed by (Luhn 1958). This scheme consists of
defining the extent of a cluster of related words (i.e. the actual
number of words in the cluster), and dividing the square of
this number by the total number of words within this cluster.

Title method

It is generally known that the titles (headlines) of news
articles tend to reveal the major subject of the article; they
usually act as a preview to the whole article. This belief was
strengthened by the sample study of the document collection:
titles in the WSJ collection tended to refer to the main
subjects of the article. In order to exploit this feature of the
collection, terms that occurred in the title section of the
documents were assigned a positive weight (title score).
2.2

Location method

2.4

It was uniformly noted from the sample study, that the leading
paragraph of each article provided much information on the
article’s content. This conclusion seemed to be in agreement
with
(Brandow
et al.
1995). who
suggested
that
“improvements (to the auto-summaries)
can be achieved by
weighting the sentences appearing in the beginning of the
articles more heavily”. In order to quantify this contribution,
an ordinal weight was assigned to the first two sentences of
each article.
Section headings within articles provide evidence about
their division into meaningful semantic units. This was a
uniform conclusion obtained from the sample study of the
WSJ collection. In a similar way that the title of an article is
indicative of its content, a section heading reveals its principal
information. In order to exploit the evidence provided by
section headings, a ‘heading score’ was assigned to each one
of the sentences comprising a heading.
2.3

Biasing summaries towards queries

The long standing motivation for this work was a belief that
if, in the retrieved document list, users of IR systems could
see the sentences in which their query words appeared, they
could better judge the relevance of documents. Therefore, a
‘query score’ was calculated for each of the sentences of a
document. The computation of that score was based on the
distribution of query terms in each sentence. This was based
on the belief that the larger the number of query terms in a
sentence, the more likely that sentence conveyed a significant
amount of the information need expressed in the query. The
actual measure of significance of a sentence in relation to a
specific query, was derived by dividing the square of the
number of query terms included in that sentence by the total
number of the terms of the specific query.
For each sentence, that score was added to the overall
score obtained by the sentence extraction methods, and the
result constituted the sentence’s final score. The summary for
each document was then generated by outputting the topscoring sentences,
until a desired summary length was
reached. This was defined to be 15% of the document’s length
up to a maximum of live sentences. Such a value seems to be
in general agreement with suggestions made by (Edmundson
1964). and (Brandow et al. 1995).

Term occurrence information

In addition to the evidence provided by the structural
organisation of the documents, the system utilises the number
of term occurrences (TO) within each document to further
assign weights to sentences. Instead of merely assigning a
weight to each term according to its frequency within the
document, the system locates clusters of si,gnificanr words
(Luhn 1958) within sentences, and assigns scores to them
accordingly.
Based on the sample study of the WSJ collection, we
concluded that a reasonable TO value for establishing the
significance of a term was 7, and that this value should be
adjusted according to the length of the document. The value
of 7 was applied to medium-sized documents of the collection
(between 25 - 40 sentences). These numbers were also
obtained through the sample analysis of the document corpus.
For documents that contain more than 40 sentences, the TO
value is augmented by 10% of the increase in document size.
The increase is calculated in respect to the upper limit of the
medium document size, i.e. 40. For example, for a document
that is 50 sentences long, the increase in size is 10, and
therefore the TO limit is set to: 7 + [O.l
(IO)] = 8. For
documents smaller than 25 sentences the same procedure was
applied, calculating the decrease in document size in respect
to the lower limit of the medium document size (i.e. 25).
In order to extend the notion of significance from single
terms to clusters of terms, we define two terms as being
significantly relared if both of them are significant, and
between them are no more than 4 non-significant words. If in
that way a sentence contains two or more clusters, the one
with the highest significance factors is taken as the measure

3

Experimental

Design

Tne aim of the specific experiment was to establish that the
use of query biased summaries in a retrieved document list
would have a positive effect on the process of relevance
judgement by users. However, throughout the discussion
below, the reader should bear in mind that this hypothesis is
related to the task-based evaluation scheme for summarisation
systems which is proposed in this paper.
The proposed evaluation scheme judges the utility of a
summarisation
system in the context in which it will
eventually be used, and for the purposes for which it has been
built. According to this rationale, the indicative function
(Rush et al. 1971) of a summary is the one which should be
primarily evaluated. By integrating the summarisation system
into an existing IR system, we both define its operational
context, and its primary function: the query biased summaries
are used as a preview format in order to support a relevance
decision by users. Therefore, the proposed evaluation scheme
aims at measuring the effectiveness
of the summaries in
supporting user’s relevance decisions. This principal aim of
the evaluation process can now be clearly mapped to the
research hypothesis that we propose to establish: by proving
this hypothesis a positive indication for the effectiveness
of
query biased summaries is gained.

l
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3.1

Design considerations

Having established the actual hypothesis to be examined, we
can introduce the basic design settings upon which the testing
of the hypothesis was conducted.
Experimental conditions. We are interested in two levels of
an independent variable in our experimental design: the use of
query-biased
summaries
in a ranked list of retrieved
documents; and the use of static pre-defined summaries (the
title and first few lines of a document) in such a list. In this
way, the design comprises two tasks that a group of subjects
will have to perform: to judge the relevance of the documents
in a ranked list, with either query biased or predetined
summaries. The performance
of the users in these tasks
constitutes the dependent variable of the experiment, and we
shall attempt to prove that any variation of the performance
between the two groups is attributed only to the change in the
level of the independent variable.
Groups of subjects. In the experiment described in this paper
two groups consisting of IO subjects each were employed.
Subjects were randomly assigned to a group (by means of a
draw), and each group was assigned to one experimental
condition only (independent groups design (Miller 1984)). It
is believed that the number of 20 subjects is sufficient for
attributing significance to any results obtained. The subjects
comprised
mainly
of postgraduate
students
doing
a
conversion
course
in computer
science.
Clearly,
this
population is not representative
of that which we wish to
generalise the conclusions to. However, relevant studies have
shown that although
there are ‘risks’ in generalising
experimental results in such cases, an investigator may feel
safe in doing so since the statistical differences introduced are
generally of a small scale (Keppel 1973).
Situational variables. Such variables are associated with the
experimental
situation
itself
(e.g.
background
noise,
equipment settings, experimenter’s
behaviour, etc.). Such
factors can easily confound the effects of the independent
variable if they change systematically from one condition to
another. There was an effort to hold the situational variables
constant throughout the experimental procedure: computers
used were identically set up (both from a hardware and
software point of view); there was only one experimenter
present throughout
the experimental
procedure;
and the
experimental sessions took place at similar times in a short
space of days in an effort to ensure that the external
conditions of the room (especially the external noise) would
be as similar as possible.
Retrieval task. In choosing the exact form of retrieval task to
be performed by the subjects, it was decided to opt for a task
that involved
subjects
in only performing
relevance
judgements.
Therefore
subjects
were presented
with a
retrieved document list and told that this list was the result of
a retrieval based on a particular query, which they were also
shown. The only actions they could perform was to move
through the list or to fetch the full text of the documents listed
within it. Their task, therefore, was to identify, in a limited
amount of time, as many relevant documents as possible.
Queries used. The queries used (50) were randomly selected
from the queries of the TREC test collection. Test collection
queries were chosen because a list of documents manually

judged to be relevant to each query was already available.
This list was used as the standard against which the subjects’
relevance judgements were compared. In Figure 2 a sample
TREC query, also known as a topic, is shown. As can be seen,
TREC topics are long and detailed and this raised the issue of
what part of the topic should be used when generating the
retrieved document list to present to the subjects. The ‘title’
section of the queries was felt to be typical of the queries
entered by users in an interactive IR system, while the other
sections were regarded as a detailed description
of the
information need. Therefore, to generate the ranked document
list, the title was submitted as a query to an IR system and the
rest of the topic was shown to the subjects so that they could
better understand the information need of the query.
<top>
<num> Number: 033
<title> Topic:

Impact of foreign textile imports on

U.S.

textile

industry
<deso
Descrip:ion:
Document must report on how the
importation of foreign textiles or textile products has influenced
or impacted on the U.S. textile industry.

<narr,

Narrative:

qualitative.

The impact can be positive or negative or

It may include

the expansion

or shrinkage

of

markets or manufacturing volume or an influence on the methods
or stntegies

includes

the

of the U.S. textile industry. “Textile industry”
production or purchase of raw materials; basic

processing techniques such as dyeing,

spinning,

knitting,

or

weaving; the manufacture and marketing of finished goods; and
also research in the textile field.
4topz

Figure 2. A sample TREC topic
IR system used. The retrieval system used to generate the
retrieved document lists was a classic document ranking
system employing a tf*idf term weighting scheme with stop
word removal and word stemming using the Porter stemmer
(Porter 1980)
3.2

Operationalising

the experiment

The actual steps of the experimental

procedure are as follows:

- Each subject was randomly assigned to one of the two
levels of the independent
variable in the way that was
previously explained. In that way the task that each subject
should perform was defined.
- In order to perform the relevance judgements, each subject
was presented
with 5 queries which were randomly
assigned to subjects (by means of a draw) from the set of 50
TREC queries.
- As soon as the subject was placed in front of the assigned
computer, instructions about the experiment were handed to
him/her. Subjects could then go through the instructions in
their own time. Any questions about the instructions were
answered by the experimenter. Subjects were otherwise not
told of the hypothesis being tested.

Figure 3b. A ranked document list presenting the titles and first three sentences of the
documents. This representation is assumed to be the one of a typical IR system.
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Subsequently, the retrieved document list, composed of the
50 highest ranked documents, was presented to each
subject. In Figures 3.a and 3.b sample screenshots from the

by the total number

two different types of ranked lists used in the experiment
are presented.
- Subjects then had a time limit of 5 minutes to identify the
relevant documents to each query that was assigned to
him/her. The timing was performed by the experimenter.
The relevant documents were marked by the subjects on an
answer sheet prepared for each query. Subjects were
instructed to examine documents in the order presented in
the retrieved document list and to mark the document they
were last examining when the 5 minute time period expired.
If a subject managed to examine all the retrieved documents
for a query before the specified
time ended, the
experimenter was notified and this fact was noted on the
answer sheet. The sheet was returned to the experimenter
after the 5 minutes were up.
- Once the subject had completed
the assigned task, a
questionnaire was presented to him/her. Once completed,
the questionnaire was returned to the experimenter.
- A brief discussion
was subsequently
held with those
subjects that were further interested. At that point, the
nature of the experiment was presented to them. They were
encouraged to express their opinions about the experimental
procedure and the overall reasoning of the experiment.

Experimental

documents

for a

65.6

80

Subjects using Subjects using a
the summaries typical IR output

Figure 4. Recall values for the two groups
The recall values for the group of subjects using the query
biased summaries is considerably larger than that of the group
using a typical IR output: the difference in performance is
15.84%. The interpretation of this result is that users in the
‘summary group’ managed to successfully identify a larger
number of relevant documents than the other group.
Nevertheless, in order to have an overall view of the
effectiveness
of the relevance judgements,
we need to
examine the performance of the two groups in the precision of
the judgements. The precision values obtained for the two
experimental groups are presented in Figure 5. The data
presented in Figures 4 and 5, were acquired by averaging the
results for each query over the total number of queries, thus
producing the average recall and precision values per query.
In order to establish the statistical significance
of these
results, I-fests (Miller 1984) were performed on both these
measures, indicating that, with a probability of error 0.05, the
results are attributed to the change of level of the independent
variable and not to chance factors.

Results

The variable we wished to examine through experimentation
(the dependent variable), was the performance of the users in
the process of relevance judgements on documents retrieved
by specific queries. In order to do so, a set of criteria that
provided a satisfactory
coverage of the aspects of the
dependent variable had to be defined. Such criteria for the
experiment conducted were:

1001
80 60 -

40 -

The recall and precision of the relevance judgements
performed by the subjects.
The speed with which these judgements were performed.
The need of the subjects to seek assistance from the full text
of the retrieved documents.
The subjective opinion of the users about the assistance
provided by the information that was accompanying each
retrieved document.

55.32

9i>:‘;“,
:

Subjects using
the summaries

44.29

Subjects using a
typical IR output
-I

Figure 5. Precision of the judgements
7‘h<
: use of the TREC relevance assessments in obtaining
these results is a factor that has to be examined. Initially, it
can be argued that the acceptance of the TREC assessments as
the ‘correct answers’ for the relevant documents to each query
is not fully justified: different users may judge different
documents as relevant, and furthermore it is possible that the
TREC assessments are not totally accurate. This is possibly a
significant factor for the rather low values obtained in the
recall and the precision of the relevance judgements in both
experimental conditions.
A further point of discussion is that TREC documents do
not have to be wholly, or even primarily, about a request topic

In the following paragraphs the results obtained through
the experimental procedure are presented and analysed.
4.1

relevant

100

The data that was collected from each subject comprised the
completed questionnaires and answer sheets for each query.
The next section will present an analysis of the results derived
from them.
4

of indicated

query).

Recall and Precision

The effectiveness
of the relevance judgements
can be
quantified by two measures: the recall (number of relevant
documents correctly identified by a subject for a query
divided by the total number of relevant documents, within the
examined ones, for that query), and the precision of the
judgements (relevant documents correctly identified divided
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in order to be deemed relevant. A couple of sentences relevant
to query content are an adequate criterion for the relevance of
document
in TREC. The summarisation
system selects
information
from each document based on, among other
criteria, the distribution of query terms in its constituent
sentences. In this way, the generated summaries aim to help
users to more easily identify
the relevant
pieces of
information that are contained in each document. Thus, the
rationale of the summarisation
system approximates
the
rationale of the TREC assessments: high distribution of query
terms in a sentence, can possibly be evidence of its relevance
to the query. The results reported in this section strengthen
this belief: subjects
using the summaries
have been
significantly assisted by the conveyed information in relation
10 the specific query.
A final point of discussion is the effectiveness
of the
summaries
in ‘warning’ users on the non-relevance
of
documents.
A first indication is provided by the highest
precision
values that the group of subjects using the
summaries showed. They tended to erroneously judge less
documents than the other group, therefore, it could be said
that summaries help them to identify non-relevant documents
more effectively. In the case where no relevant documents
where present in the part of the retrieved document list that
users examined - there were 8 such cases in the group using
the summaries, 9 in the other group - the former group
marked irrelevant documents as relevant 4 out of 8 times,
while the latter group did this 8 out of 9 times.
Therefore, we conclude that subjects using query biased
summaries in a retrieved document list, performed their
relevance judgements significantly better than those using the
classic IR standard: the title and first few lines of a document.
In essence this means that query biased summaries allow
users to identify more relevant documents. and identify them
more accurately.

the two experimental conditions over the total number of
queries, i.e. 50. Thus, subjects using the query biased
summaries examined on average 22.62 documents per query,
while subjects using a typical IR output examined on average
20 documents. However small this difference may seem, it
amounts to a 13% increase in the average number of
documents
examined.
Taking also in consideration
the
specific time limits of the experiment, we conclude that there
is a definite tendency for users presented with the query
biased summaries to perform relevance judgements quicker
than users presented with a standard static system output.
4.3

Reference to the full text of the documents

The data collected on the users’ reference to the full text of
documents showed that subjects using the query biased
summaries had to refer to 0.3 full texts per query, whereas
subjects from the other experimental group had to refer to
4.74 on average. If we normalise these values to the average
number of documents that each experimental group examined
for each query, we obtain the results shown in Figure 7. This
figure shows that each subject using the summaries had to
refer to the full text of 1.32% of the documents for each
query, while subjects in the other experimental condition had
to refer to 23.7% of the documents.

23.7
$

20

;

O

8
B

1.32

,
Subjects using
the summaries

Subjects using
a typical IR
output

4.2

Speed

Figure 7. Average number of references to the full text of the
documents (per query)

The actual number of documents that each subject managed to
examine within the specified 5 minute period was known,
since for each query the last document examined was
indicated by each subject. This number is used as an
indication of the speed with which the relevance judgements
were performed by each subject.
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Average

Average

5
ee

number of

number of

‘iZ

documents
examined

with

summaries

This difference can be clearly attributed to the summary
information lhat the subjects were presented with for each
retrieved document. The result verifies the initial assumption
that the approach adopted by the majority of IR systems for
presenting the user with static summaries based on the first
few lines of a document is inadequate. Users need more clues
to establish the relevance of documents, and especially they
need clues about the context in which the query terms are
used in these documents. If these clues are not provided from
the accompanying information, users refer to the full text of
the documents. It is the case in the specific experimental
situation, that the query biased summaries provided the
subjects with enough evidence to support their relevance
judgements.
Furthermore,
bearing
in mind the results
pertaining to the accuracy of the relevance judgements,
we
conclude that the summaries also provided the subjects with
the necessary information
to adequately
decide on the
relevance of the documents.

documents
examined

with

a typical IR
output

Figure 6. Speed results
In Figure 6 the results obtained for the speed of the
relevance judgements are presented. These results have been
obtained by averaging the number of examined documents for

4.4

Opinions of the users

As a form of confirmation of the results obtained in the
previous categories, the subjective opinions of the users,
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gathered from the questionnaire they were asked to till in after
their session, rated the utility of the auto-summaries higher
than that of the typical IR output. This result is depicted in
Figure 8 where the scale ranges from 1 (most helpful) to 5
(least helpful). The data shown in this figure indicates that
subjects using summaries rated on average the utility of the
accompanying information at 1.5, while subjects assigned in
the other experimental condition indicated a rating of 2.5.

One clear application for query biased summaries is in the
context of the ubiquitous ‘web search engines’. Although
these services are generally reliable and take a short time to
return a retrieved document list in response to a user’s query,
access to the full text of documents can be poor as they are
stored on other web servers that are potentially slower, less
reliable, and more remote. Therefore users of such search
engines are likely to want information, like the output of
query biased summaries, to help them reduce the number of
full documents they try to access. An issue that would have to
be addressed in such a case, is the generation of an index file
that would allow the re-construction
of the query biased
summary without having to retrieve the entire web page to the
server running the search or to the client appiet presenting the
search results.
One possible extension of the work reported here is to
repeat the experiments, but this time simulate the conditions
encountered when searching for information on the web. It is
anticipated that the benefits of summaries shown here would
be amplified under such conditions.
We also intend to
examine different summarisation techniques and to apply our
system to alternative test collections. In addition we will
compare the accuracy of user relevance judgement
when
using our system to the accuracy when other techniques such
as passage retrieval are applied.

2.5

Opinion of
subjects using
summaries

Opinion of
subjects using a
typical IR output

Figure 8. Subjective opinion of the users
During the post-experimental
discussions, users presented
with a typical IR output expressed
their dissatisfaction
regarding the information they were presented with. More
specifically, they emphasised on the fact that they had to refer
to the full text for almost every document they were
examining. Some subjects even mentioned that it would be
helpful for their relevance judgements if they could somehow
see how the query terms are used within each retrieved
document.
Hence, the outcome of the post-experimental
discussions
is yet another indication in favour of the
assumption made, that users require more clues about the
relevance of the retrieved documents than they are usually
presented by typical IR systems. The automatically generated
query biased summaries have focused on capturing that
requirement.
5
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